
HOW TO WRITE A LEGAL BRIEF CANADA

Learn how to write a case brief for law school with a simple explanation from LexisNexis. This is a great resource to help
rising first year law students or prelaw .

This should be outlined point by point in numbered sentences or paragraphs. E ] Garner, B. Experiment if you
must, but try to choose a color scheme early on in the semester and stick with it. Remember too, that the same
case may be used by instructors for different purposes, so part of the challenge of briefing is to identify those
issues in the case which are of central importance to the topic under discussion in class. It will allow you to
mark off the different sections such as facts, procedural history, or conclusions , thus allowing you to clear
your mind of thoughts and providing an invaluable resource when briefing and reviewing. Since the losers
often appeal to a higher court, this can get confusing. In addition to making it easier to review an original case,
annotating cases during the first review of a case makes the briefing process easier. H36 ] Putman, W.
Knowledge of how judges of a particular court normally line up on particular issues is essential to anticipating
how they will vote in future cases involving similar issues. R39 ] Shapo, H. Legal research, analysis, and
writing 5th ed. Forcing yourself to think of the whole of the case in concise terms early can help you concisely
draft your Argument section. What should you highlight? A Conclusion that summarizes the key points of the
brief and requests specific relief. On the other hand, a brief that is too short will be equally unhelpful because
it lacks sufficient information to refresh your memory. The first section of this guide shows you how to
identify the players without a scorecard. This element allowed him to release his thoughts without losing them
so that he could move on to other cases. You may prefer to underline the relevant text with a pencil, but to use
a highlighter to bracket off the different sections of a case. The citation tells how to locate the reporter of the
case in the appropriate case reporter. This will make it easy for you to organize and reference them. But what
parts of a case are relevant? Because the process of summarizing a case and putting it into your own words
within a brief provides an understanding of the law and of the case that you cannot gain through the process of
highlighting or annotating. Be sure you have included both. If you do this, however, you will exhaust your
other colors much faster than yellow and this will require that you purchase an entire set of new highlighters
when a single color runs out because colors such as green are not sold separately. Highlighting takes
advantage of colors to provide a uniquely effective method for reviewing and referencing a case. For example,
a case that has a long and important section expounding dicta might call for a separate section in your brief
labeled: Dicta. With a pencil, however, the ability to erase and rewrite removes this problem. Separate
Opinions Both concurring and dissenting opinions should be subjected to the same depth of analysis to bring
out the major points of agreement or disagreement with the majority opinion. What rationale is important to
include in a brief? The process of putting the case into your own words forces you to digest the material, while
annotating and highlighting can be accomplished in a much more passive manner.


